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Why there is a need to 
create this website?



To provide free knowledge?

To help out filmmaking 
students?



Yes, But what unique 
does it offer which other 
websites don’t?



A overall scenario. Many people 
have decided what to do, but 
they are still confused from 
where to start?



What are the career options after 
studying filmmaking?

What is the scope of this field?

Which is the best line to opt in 
filmmaking?



Google and many other websites have answers to these 
questions but I will precisely answer them through my website. 
Because the answer varies from person to person. First, I will 
identify my target audience and then will do any further research.



Cultural Context?



What my website will cover?
(precisely)

What is filmmaking? How a film is made?
What are its parts?
Bifurcation and explanation of every part.
What is the career scope and opportunities?
Where to start?
What is the income of filmmakers?
And some more topics.
(Images, videos and blogs will be also a part of my website)



Filmmaking is a wide industry. A lot of 
content is created daily. My website can 
flourish if I can turn my thoughts into reality.

Also, My website will be for everyone. It will 
not be focused towards any particular 
culture.



My target Audience

People who want to change their job in filmmaking 
from their current career field

People who want to opt filmmaking as a career

People who are interested in films but don’t know 
anything about it



Strengths
There are not many existing  websites 
related to my idea, that is the biggest 
strength for my project.
Also, My website will be free of cost for 
everyone.

Weakness
Filmmaking is something which people 
prefer to learn on a practical basis 
because people often remember more if 
they learn physically than on a computer.

Opportunities Threats

It is a field which will never run out of 
interest. People will always watch 
something. So, films were made, is made 
and will always be in making. Therefore, 
there is a lot of scope for my website.

Many people don’t consider filmmaking as a 
good career option. They think one should 
make a career in a stabilized field such as 
engineering or medical, a job with a security. 
This might be a threat to my website.

S.W.O.T Analysis



User Personas

Matthew,25
An intern

Works as an intern in a 
production company.

Sophia,30
Content creator

Works as a content creator 
in an advertising agency.

John,50
Professor

Works as a english 
literature professor in a 
university in california.



User Persona 1
MATTHEW, 25
An intern
Hailey’s productions
Surrey, UK
Loves photography

Matthew is working as an intern in a production company 
and is keen to be a director.

Goals
1) In search of a website which has good and relevant         
content about direction.
2) To know the starting point in the field of direction.

Frustrations
1) Basic questions are not answered.
2) Many sites are paid.
3) Too much text over visuals.
4) Not able to learn in company’s busy environment.



User Persona 2

SOPHIA, 30
Content creator in advertising agency
Jazz’s advertising agency
Melbourne, Australia
Loves writing

Sophia is a content creator at an advertising agency. She is 
interested to study filmmaking along with her job to get an overall 
idea. By studying this, she can switch her job
in the film line whenever she wants.

Goals
1) Website which covers entire modules of filmmaking.
2) To get an overall idea.
3) Unpaid.

Frustrations
1) Some websites cover modules but has too much irrelevant 
details.
2) Don’t have time to attend a class offline.
3) Don’t know which website to select and from where to begin.



User Persona 3
JOHN, 50
Professor
University of California
California, United States
Loves travelling.

John is a professor of english literature. His son wants to opt 
filmmaking as a career option but he is still unsure about it. So, he 
decided to study it and then come to a conclusion.

Goals
1) A site that tells the basics about filmmaking.
2) Everything must be short and profound.
3) Website which shows good career options after studying 
filmmaking.

Frustrations
1) Some websites use technical words which users find hard to get.
2) Irrelevant and in depth details.
3) Website is too complex.





Thank You.


